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1. FIFTH REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE (Document A13 /AFL/40)

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee should proceed to approve in turn the

two resolutions contained in its draft fifth report, before adopting the report as

a whole,

Decision: The resolution relating to the Malaria Eradication Special Account
was approved.

Dr CAYLA (France) called attention to a discrepancy between the English and

French texts of the second resolution, Headquarters Accommodation, contained in the

draft report. According to the French text, the Chairman of the Executive Board

would be the ex officio chairman of the standing committee and not merely an

ex officio member as in the English text.

Following a brief discussion, M SIEGEL, Assistant Director -General, Secretary,

said that the difficulty had arisen solely because of an error in the translation

of the resolution, The French text of the report would be amended so as to be

consistent with the English text, which reflected the position already agreed by the

Committee.

Decision
(1) The resolution relating to headquarters accommodation was approved,
(2) The draft fifth report as a whole was adopted.

2. STATUS OF COLLECTION On ANNUAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND OF ADVANCES TO THE WORKING
CAPITAL FUND Item 3,142 of the Agenda (Resolution EB25.R49; Documents
A13/AFL/15 and Add, 1, 2 and 3, A13 /AFL/39) (continued)

Mr 77UTEEN (Denmark) presented a draft resolution (document A13/AFL/39) which

sought to reflect the discussion on the item. It read:
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The Thirteenth World Health Assembly,

Having considered the report of the rirector- General on the status of

collection of contributions and of advances to the Working Capital Fund as

at 30 April 1960,

Noting that the collection of contributions was slightly less satis-

factory than, at the corresponding date in 1959; and

Noting that five Members, Bolivia, Cuba, Paraguay, Uruguay and Yemen,

were in arrears for amounts which equal or exceed their contributions for

the preceding two full years; and

Noting that the four of the Members concerned which are represented at

the Thirteenth World Health Assembly had reported that they were making or

had made arrangements to pay all or a portion of their arrears;

Considering the provisions of Article 7 of the Constitution relating to

the suspension of voting privileges,

I

1. CALLS THE ATTENTION of Member governments to the importance of paying

their contributions as early as possible in the Organization's financial year;

2. REQUESTS Member governments who have not done so to provide in their

national budgets for regular payment to the World Health Organization of their

annual contributions; and

3. REQUESTS the Director- General to communicate with the five Members in

arrears for two years or more and advise them that the Health Assembly hopes

they will be able to pay their contributions as soon as possible and in any

case by the time of the next World Health Assembly, in order to avoid the

question of suspension of voting rights as provided in Article 7 of the

Constitution;

II

Noting that, pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 2 of resolution

WHA8.13 of the Eighth World Health Assembly, the Thirteenth World Health

Assembly is to consider, in accordance with Article 7 of the Constitution,
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whether or not to suspend the right of vote of Members in arrears for the

preceding two full years at the time of the opening of the World Health

Assembly,

DECIDES, as an exception, not to suspend the voting privileges of

Bolivia, Cuba, Paraguay, Uruguay,and Yemen as provided by Artiole 7 of the

Constitution, in the expectation that these Members will make every effort

to pay their arrears of contributions prior to the Fourteenth World Health

Assembly.

Mr TU- IAi\;ACHET (Saudi Arabia; proposed that, since paragraph 3 of part I of the

draft resolution contained a reference to Article 7 of the Constitution and since,

furthermore, the operative paragraph of part II made a negative recommendation in

respect of the suspension of voting privileges, part II of the draft resolution

should be deleted. Should that proposal not receive the support of the Committee,

he requested that a separate vote be taken on parts I and II.

Dr CAYLA (France submitted a minor amendment in the event of the proposal

made by the delegate of Saudi Arabia not being adopted. He suggested that the

words "as an exception" in the operative paragraph of part II should be deleted as,

to his knowledge, there had hitherto been no suspension of the voting privileges of

any Member accordingly, any such inaccuracy would detract from the weight of the

paragraph, which was after all intended to impress upon the Members concerned the

gravity of the situation.

The CHAIRMAN put part I of the draft resolution to the Committee.

Decision: Part I was approved without comment.
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Mr AL- KtHALAF (Iraq` reiterated the view he had expressed earlier in the

discussion of the item under consideration to the effect that any decision on

part II of the draft resolution was being taken at an unduly advanced stage of

the Health Assembly's proceedings; indeed, it almost seemed that any such decision

might come before the Health Assembly only at its last plenary meeting.

He was therefore in support of the deletion of part II.

Mr LIVERAN (Israel) had no objection if only the preamble and part I of the

draft resolution were approved. However, it was necessary to clarify whether

such action would be sufficient to comply with the provisions of resolution WHA8.13.

Mr BOUCHER (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) considered

that, if the Committee were to dispense with part II, the draft resolution might

be strengthened if the word "Considering" in the final preambular paragraph were

amended to reads "Having carefully considered ".

Mr KHANACHET (Saudi Arabia) agreed with the suggestion made by the delegate

of the United Kingdom. It would also appear desirable to make specific reference

to previous decisions of the Health Assembly in the preamble.

The SECRETARY suggested that the following wording for the last preambular

paragraph might meet the views expressed: "Having carefully considered the

provisions of Article 7 of the Constitution and the provision of paragraph 2 of

resolution WHA8.13 relating to the suspension of voting privileges ".

Mr BOUCHER (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) and

Mr KHANACHET (Saudi ArabiaS' accepted that drafting.
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Mr De CONINCK (Belgium, supported the various proposals made. However,

he expressed the sincere hope that those Members in arrears would realize that

WHO might be obliged at some future date to apply the provisions of Article 7

should the situation not be remedied.

Decision: The preamble was approved.

The CHAIRMAN assumed that, as a result of the amended form of the preamble

adopted, part II of the draft resolution would be deleted.

It was so agreed.

Decision: The draft resolution as a whole, as amended, was approved.

Mr LIVERAl (Israel) believed that certain elements had emerged less clearly

from the consideration of the item at the present Health Assembly than at previous

sessions. It might be useful to take them into account in the event of the

Committee being faced with a similar problem in future years.

Where the timing for the consideration of an item of that nature was

concerned, there seemed to be a general feeling that any discussion at such a

late stage would necessarily be academic and would also restrict any possibility

of the Director -General communicating further with the Members concerned in the

course of the session. Consideration of the item early in the session, should it be

be on the agenda at future Health Assemblies, would enable the Director -General

to make available later full information on the additional steps taken, together

with the replies of the governments concerned the preliminary discussion might

then serve as a warning, and should a decision prove necessary later there would

still be time for it to have some effect.
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The CHAIRMAN Viras sure that those considerations would be borne, in mind by

the Director- General. Moreover,. the record of the proceedings would bring the

situation more forcibly to the attention of the Members concerned.

3. RELATIONS WITH THE LEAGUE Ola ARAB STATES: Item 3.24 of the Agenda
(Resolution EB25.R66; document A13 /AFL /1) r

The SECRETARY, introducing the item, did not consider it necessary to go

into the details of document A13 /AFL /1 as it had been distributed some two months

previously. The Director- General had submitted to the twenty -fifth session of

the Executive Board a report on relations with the League of Arab States (document

EB25/38) which was annexed to that document. The Board had, in resolution EB25.R66,

referred the question to the. Thirteenth 4J,or14 Health Assembly.

Dr PETROVIC (Yugoslavia) said that his delegation supported the conclusion

of an agreement between WHO and the League of Arab States as it believed that would

mark a step forward in the collaboration of international organizations in the

achievement of world health in accordance with Article 70 of the Constitution. As

was evident from document A13 /AFL /l, co- operation between them on the regional

level was already progressing satisfactorily and any formal agreement would only

strengthen further the ties between the League of Arab States and the Regional

Office for the Eastern Mediterranean which was working in an area where many serious

health problems remained to be solved. It. did not seem to him,,that there could be

any obstacle in the war,,of such an agreement since similar ones,existed between

the League and other specialized agencies.
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Mr ASUMDA (Ghana) wholeheartedly supported a closer relationship between WHO

and any intergovernmental 'organizations; such relationships were provided for by

the Constitution and were always to the mutual benefit of both bodies. He expressed

support of the particulàr iiistance before the Committee.

Dr AZOUZ (Tunisia) said that his Government recommended the conclusion of an

agreement with the League of Arab States on the model of that existing in respect

of other organizations admitted to official relationship with WHO. Co- operation

between the League and WHO would certainly contribute to the noble aim of the

Organization to raise the standard of health of peoples throughout the we,rld.

The fact that the League's health committee was directed by Dr Shousha was an

added guarantee of the success of its future activities.

Dr LISITSIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)` said that the promotion

of co- operation between WHO and other international organizations was in keeping

with the objectives of the Organization and the conclusion of a formal agreement

could but improve the relationship already existing. His delegation therefore

welcomed the specific proposal before the Committee. Such co- operation would

clearly serve the interests of both organizations in their work to further health

standards and, in particular, in such fields as the exchange of information and

joint study groups.

Dr ANOUTI (Lebanon) considered -that the League of Arab States, which had the

same humanitarian aim aS WHO to improve health conditions, was worthy of extering

into an official relationship with the Organization. It would be in the interest
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of public health in the Eastern Mediterranean Region, where the Arab countries

represented some fifty million people, for those two organizations to enter into

a formal agreement with a view to intensifying their activity in the Region. His

Government strongly supported the conclusion of such an agreement.

Mr LE POOLE (Netherlands) believed that it was important for the Committee

to give careful consideration to the constitutional and practical consequences

of establishing additional official relationships with regional international

organizations under Article 70 of the Constituti,n.

There could be no doubt that regional international organizations played a

very important role in promoting activities in the social, economic and cultural

fields. He cited examples of action undertaken by bodies of that type. Under the

Benelux economic union, health administrations in those countries were co- operating

in such matters as food hygiene legislation, for instance. A public health com-

mittee with its own secretariat was functioning in connexion with the Council of

Europe. The Organization for European Economic Co- operation also undertook

similar work. Furthermore, similar trends could be noted in other parts of the

world. His delegation considered it of the greatest importance that the Regional

Offices of WHO should closely follow developments of that type in order to avoid

any duplication of work.

Clearly, the admission of a body into official relationship with the head-

quarters of WHO would result in the receipt of many requests of a similar nature

which would necessarily place an additional burden of work on the Secretariat in

connexion with representation at meetings in other regions and exchange of
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information, for example. The Committee should therefore first of all arrive at

some decision on the principle to be followed regarding relationships with regional

international organizations.

Mr AL- KHALAF (Iraq) said that, in connexion with the Director -General's

Annual Report, his delegation had emphasized the value of co- operation with other

international bodies and it specifically welcomed any step to strengthen collabora-

tion with the League of Arab States, which could lead to an improvement in the

world health situation.

Referring to resolution RB25.R66, he noted that, in paragraph 1, the Executive

Board had welcomed the request of the League of Arab States, thus indicating that

it was in favour of such a development. He also referred to the extract from the

minutes of the Executive Board's thirteenth session (reproduced in Annex C of the

Director -General's report - document A13 /AFL /l, page 19), where it was stated that

the Director- General had said that there was nothing in the Constitution that

would prevent the League of Arab States from sending an observer to the Health

Assembly and to sessions of the Executive Board. Furthermore, the wording of

Article 70 of the Constitution was mandatory and said: "The Organization shall

establish effective relations and co- operate closely with such other inter-

governmental organizations as may be desirable ". The agreement proposed by the

League of Arab States was on the same lines as agreements which the League had

entered into with other specialized agencies, and should therefore give rise to

no objections.

It had been suggested at the present meeting that the admission of the League

of Arab States into official relationship with WHO would place an increased burden
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on the Secretariat. However, should the Committee decide that such an agreement

was in the interests of world health, he was sure that the Secretariat would accept

any additional tasks with its customary enthusiasm and optimism. Moreover, the

Health Assembly would, he was sure make available the additional financial assis-

tance required to meet any such extra work. As for the possibility of a great

number f requests following on an agreement with the League of Arab States,

he held the view that increasing co- operation with many different organizations

was both beneficial and necessary to WHO.

Accordingly, his delegation believed that the Director -General should be

authorized to proceed with the negotiation of an agreement with the League of

Arab States.

Dr ABU SHAMMA (Sudan) said that his delegation considered that 'closer.relations

between WHO and the League of Arab States would be of benefit to all. He called

particular attention to the letter from the League to the Director -General (which

had been placed before the Executive Board at its thirteenth session and which

was reproduced in the Director -General's report to the present Assembly - document

A13 /AFL /1, Annex B, Annex 1) which defined the forms such co- operation could take.

His delegation wholeheartedly supported the proposal.

Mr ABDEL BARR (United Arab Republic) said that his Government wholeheartedly

supported the request made by the League of Arab States and was firmly convinced

that it would have a far -reaching effect on the health and well -being of the people

of all the Arab' countries. The humanitarian objectives of the League were similar

to those of the United Nations and its specialized agencies. In fact, agreements
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had already been entered into with other specialized agencies and he was sure that

the Committee would not wish to see WHO lagging behind. He observed in that

connexion that the draft agreement suggested was identical with that concluded

with those agencies.

While a satisfactory working relationship already existed between the League

of Arab States and the Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean, a desire

to broaden that relationship, which could only be achieved by a formal agreement,

was only natural, and there was nothing in the Constitution of WHO against such a

step. He called attention to resolution WHA5.75 relating to the agreement with

the International Committee of Military Medicine and Pharmacy which was a similar

organization. A formal agreement would do much to intensify existing collaboration

in technical fields.

He earnestly hoped that the Committee would give its approval to the request.

Mr SAITO (Japan) believed that the proposal for an agreement between the

League of Arab States and WHO would require a two -thirds majority vote for its

approval. He supported the request as a constructive step forward. He wished,

however, to sound a note of caution. Such a relationship was to be applauded if

it were to function in the interest of both parties, but not if it sought to promote

the interests of a particular group of Member States.

Mr AL- KHALAF (Iraq) said that a decision on the principle of an agreement

with the League of Arab States would not require a two- thirds majority. That

would only be necessary when the agreement itself came before the Health Assembly

for confirmation.
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Dr NABULSI (Jordan) warmly supported the request made by the League of Arab

States and expressed the hope that the agreement would be concluded.

Mr KHANACHET (Saudi Arabia) gave an assurance to the delegate of Japan that

the League's only aim was to promote co- operation in accordance with the Con-

stitution and the ideals of the Organization for the benefit of health throughout

the world.

Dr AFZAL (Afghanistan) supported the remarks made by the delegate of Jordan.

Dr MAHMOOD (Pakistan) was in support in principle of the conclusion of an

agreement with the League of Arab States and considered that it would contribute

towards the betterment of health standards.

Mr LIVERAN (Israel) considered that it could be seen on careful study of

resolution EB25.R66 that in fact it referred to only one point in its operative

paragraphs 2 and 3, namely, the question of policy concerning the arrangements

which should govern the relationship of the Organization with intergovernmental

organizations of a regional, or mainly regional, nature. Clearly, the Executive

Board considered it inappropriate to arrive itself at a decision on that question

of policy and had therefore referred it to the Health Assembly. Accordingly, if

the Committee were satisfactorily to discharge its duties, it should concern itself

solely with that question of policy and not with any other extraneous matters at

the present juncture.

On that question of policy, then, he recalled that the Constitution dealt with

co- operation of the type envisaged under two separate headings: Chapter XI, Article

FO paragraph (d) which referred to regional international organizations having
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interests in common with the Organization, such co- operation being the function

of the respective regional committee; and Chapter XVI, Article 70, which stated

that the Organization should establish effective relations and co- operate closely

with such other intergovernmental organizations as might be desirable. Obviously,

those two provisions were separate and dealt with matters which, by virtue of their

very nature, did not coincide. Article 50 referred specifically to "regional

international organizations" and Article 70 to "intergovernmental organizations ".

The Constitution therefore intended that Article 50 should govern relations with

regional bodies and that Article 70 should relate to international organizations

which were entirely unaffected by considerations of geographical proximity and

were accordingly truly international bodies by their composition and purpose.

Consequently, a particular body would have to be governed by the provisions of

either Article 50 or Article 70, but not by both.

He had raised those considerations as the questions of policy appeared to have

been entirely overlooked. One reason appeared to be that the wording of the agenda

item was not quite appropriate, in the light of paragraphs 2 and 3 of resolution

EB25.R66. Indeed the question of principle had nothing to do with the merits or

demerits of a particular case.

Another point to be borne in mind was that Article 70 made it mandatory on

the Organization to co- operate closely with such intergovernmental organizations;

accordingly it would seem in the light of that wording that the Organization itself

would initiate the necessary procedures to establish co- operation where it was

necessary. That also presupposed a different procedure from that in respect of

Article 50. The next point to consider would be what practical differences could
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result from formulating a request for co-operation as between Articles 50 and 70.

He noted that the point raised in connexion with the Director -General's statement

at a meeting during the thirteenth session of the Executive Board to the effect

that there was nothing in the Constitution to prevent the League of Arab States

from sending an observer to the Health Assembly and to the Executive Board, con-

cerned the effect of relations existing under Article 50. Article 50 did in fact

confer all benefits of co- operation but did not confer the right to intervene in

arrangements made in other regions. Consequently, the practical advantages of

making an application under Article 70 were apparently nil. The possibility of

a purely regional organization overlapping into several regions was not altogether

relevant as it did not thereby become a truly international body and could co-

operate in more than one region under Article 50. It was hard to see what valid

cases could arise of application being made both under Article 50 and Article 70

since there had not at any time been any suggestion of abolishing the arrangements

made under Article 50.

If further discussion of the item gave some indication as to what should be

done to elucidate the principle at issue, then the responsibility of the Assembly

would have been discharged.

Mr KHANACHET (Saudi Arabia), after congratulating the Committee on the quality

of the discussion, said that the subject involved one of the basic functions of the

Organization - that of international co- operation with a view to promoting a high

standard of health throughout the world. No opportunity should be lost in fulfilling

that function.
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The agreement existing between the League of Arab States and WHO had been

reached by means of an exchange of letters between the League and the Organization's

regional office, under the terms of Article 50 (d) of the Constitution, which

stated that one of the functions of the regional committee was "to co- operate with

the respective regional committees of the United Nations and with those of other

specialized agencies and with other regional international organizations having

interests in common with the Organization ". He wondered whether the wording of

that paragraph in its reference to co- operation with other regional international

organizations was really as restrictive as had been alleged. A very clear distinction

had been drawn between regional and international organizations, but the reference

in the article to "regional international organizations" implied that an organization,

even though a regional one, could nevertheless be regarded as an international

organization.

It had been stated that co- operation by the Organization on a regional level

was restricted by the stipulation in the Constitution that it should take place

among regional bodies. However, a regional intergovernmental organization was

legally and constitutionally an international organization. In exercising its

responsibilities WHO worked on two levels - international and regional - since its

organizational structure was on a regional basis, and there was no clear division

between them. An argument had been made based on the so- called double character

of the Organization's activities, but in fact no such duplication existed. WHO,

through its Assembly and its Executive Board, was alone responsible for its overall

activity, and its regional bodies acted on behalf of and in the name of the Organiza-

tion. There was therefore no separation between headquarters, as the co- ordinating

body, and the regional offices.
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It had been asked why an organization already co- operating effectively with

WHO on the regional level should wish to extend that co- operation to the inter-

national level. The answer was that the League of Arab States had considered such

co- operation useful and effective both from its own and WHO's point of view and

consequently wished to extend it to the full,

In reply to the argument that co- operation of a regional character should be

undertaken solely on the regional level, he stressed that health problems could

not be split up in that way. WHO should be open to international co- operation of

any kind provided that such co- operation was in the interests of the Organization

and of mankind as a whole, and he hoped that those principles would not become

lost in legal considerations. He therefore appealed to the Committee to give the

League of Arab States the opportunity to prove the effectiveness of its contribu-

tion and its sincere desire to promote peace and better understanding among all

nations.

Mr AL- KHALAF (Iraq), referring to the contention by a previous speaker that

the item had not been correctly presented, pointed out that the words "Having

considered the report áf the Director -General on relations with. the League of

Arab States" in resolution EB25.R66 made it quite clear that the question was one

concerning the relationship between the League of Arab States and the Organization,

It was stated in operative paragraph 2 of the same resolution that the request of

the League of Arab States involved a question of policy -. in other words, that it

was not a constitutional or legal question. Neither the Executive Board. nor the

Director -General had indicated that the question was unconstitutional or that any
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legal doubt existed. His delegation believed that a formal agreement between WHO

and the League of Arab States was of the utmost importance and should be welcomed

by the Organization. He asked delegates to regard the question solely as one of

policy relating to health matters not only in the Region but in the world as a

whole.

Mr LIVERAN (Israel ) asked whether the previous speaker's remarks should be

taken to imply that policies were to be formulated not on a constitutional basis

but as being identical with politics. Appeals were often made for votes in favour

of certain causes and were a particular feature of election campaigns. If, on

the other hand, the word ttpolicytt were interpreted to mean the carrying out of

decisions in conformity with the constitutional provisions, then his delegation

would appear to be in order in asking whether a question of policy could be decided

on one particular instance of its effects; and even if what was constitutionally

possibly had been made clear, it would still be necessary to know what was involved.

A particular policy could not be adopted towards one particular organization simply

because that organization wished it. He considered that it would be helpful to

have a list of all organizations which had entered into relationship with WHO under

Article 50 or any other article of the Constitution since they would be affected

by any decision to extend relationship with WHO to the terms of Article 70. It was

very important that the implications of any change of policy should be made known

and he would be interested to hear from the Director -General what had been the policy

in the past. He asked if the present case was the first in the history of the

Organization in which an organization hav_.ng relationship under Article 50 had

requested extension of that relationship to the terms of Article 70. If there had
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been any previous cases he would like to know of them. The importance had been

stressed of looking after the health of individuals, nations, groups of nations and

continents, but nothing had so far been said about the need for looking after the

health of international organizations. Was it not important to ensure that the

fulfilment of any requests was done in a constitutional manner?

Mr AL- KHALAF (Iraq) pointed out that his remarks had been misinterpreted.

What he had said was that neither the Executive Board nor the Director -General

had indicated that there was anything unconstitutional in the request of the League

of Arab States, and his delegation believed it to be in order.

Mr LIVERAN (Israel) suggested that the reason why the Director -General had

not said that the procedure was unconstitutional might well have been that he had

not been asked.

The DIRECTOR- GENERAL said that an agreement by means of exchange of letters

under Article 50 (d) of the Constitution had been made at the regional level with

the Council of Europe as well as with the League of Arab States. There were

relationships with certain other organizations such as CCTA and the Colombo Plan

Bureau for Technical Co- operation where no such agreement by exchange of letters

existed. WHO had agreements under Article 70 of the Constitution with some of the

specialized agencies. With others like ICAO, for example, it had no agreement but

that did not prevent the closest co- operation. There were only two agreements

under Article 70 with intergovernmental organizations outside the United Nations

family - those with the International Committee of Military Medicine and Pharmacy

and the International Union for the Protection of Industrial Property.
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The Executive Board had put that item of the agenda under the title `Relations

with the League of Arab States" because that was the initial subject for discussion.

There was a question of principle involved which when decided would apply not only

to the League of Arab States but also to any similar organization seeking formal

relationship with WHO. The League of Arab States could not be treated as an

exception in any decision to enter into agreement under Article 70.

Dr WEINHOLT (Australia) said that aiy consideration of policy must be made on

a constitutional basis. A constitutional principle had been discussed and remained

unresolved. His delegation therefore submitted the following draft resolution:

The Thirteenth World Health Assembly,

In view of the constitutional problems raised in discussion,

RESOLVES that this matter be referred again to the Executive Board

to permit that body to obtain further legal opinion as to the constitutional

problems as it relates to the matter under discussion.

Mr KHANACHET (Saudi Arabia) said that he wished to put a draft resolution

before the Committee but would need a few moments in which to draft it. The

question under discussion had been referred by the Executive Board to the Assembly

and it was the duty of the Assembly to take a decision. There had been past

occasions when questions had been passed back and forth without a solution having

been brought any closer, and he hoped that the present item would be decided at

once and not referred back to the Executive Board. He emphasized that the appeal

he had made had not been intended as an electoral campaign in favour of the League
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of Arab States but as a contribution in the interests of the Organization, and

he hoped that his fellow delegates would support it.

The CHAIRMAN noted the request of the delegate of Saudi Arabia to be allowed

time to draft a resolution. The meeting would adjourn for that purpose and the

draft resolution would be considered at the meeting the following morning.

The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m.


